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We report on the direct observation of tetragonal nanodomains within an average monoclinic MC

phase of Pb�Mg1/3Nb2/3�O3-0.35PbTiO3 single crystals by high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy. These nanodomains are geometrically arranged in alternating layers of twins. The
findings are consistent with the fundamental underlying assumptions of the ferroelectric adaptive
phase theory �Y. M. Jin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 197601 �2003��. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2908228�

Recent structural investigations of
Pb�Mg1/3Nb2/3�O3-xPbTiO3 �PMN-xPT� and
Pb�Zn1/3Nb2/3�O3-xPbTiO3 �PZN-xPT� single crystals have
shown the presence of monoclinic �M� ferroelectric phases in
the vicinity of the morphotropic phase boundary �MPB�.1–6

These M phases are domain engineered states7 and serve as
structural bridges between the rhombohedral and tetragonal
�T� phases that were originally shown in conventional
PMN-xPT and PZN-xPT phase diagrams. For PMN-xPT,
structural studies by x-ray diffraction and neutron scattering
have shown monoclinic MC, MA, and MB phases.1–6 The MC

phase belongs to the space group Pm: the unit cell has a
unique bm axis along �010�. Both the MA and MB phases
belong to the Cm space group: the unit cell has a unique bm

axis along �110� and is doubled and rotated 45° about the c
axis with respect to the pseudocubic cell: the difference lies
in the magnitudes of the components of the polarization. The
MC phase is stable in the vicinity of the MPB for 0.31�x
�0.37 �Refs. 1 and 3� in both the zero-field-cooled �ZFC�
and �001� field-cooled �FC� conditions; the MA phase is
stable in the ZFC condition for 0.28�x�0.31, and the MA

and MB phases are stable in the �001� and �110� FC condi-
tions for 0.10�x�0.31,5 respectively.

First principles calculations8–10 have shown the presence
of a polarization rotational instability within these M phases.
This approach assumes that the polarization is microscopi-
cally homogeneous but requires that the anisotropy barrier of
the polarization direction be drastically reduced, which, in
turn, implies that the domain wall energy also be dramati-
cally lowered. An alternative adaptive ferroelectric phase
theory11–13 recently proposed that the MC phase consists of
an inherently structurally heterogeneous state, consisting of
conformal miniaturization of stress-accommodating tetrago-
nal twins under the condition of a low domain wall energy.
This adaptive state is heterogeneous on the microscale but
homogeneous on the macroscale: it cannot be resolved due to
limitations of the diffraction optics. In this case, the lattice
parameters of the M phase are, in fact, microdomain-
averaged ones of the tetragonal phases. In order to achieve

elastic accommodation and avoid lattice misfits along the
domain boundaries, particular geometrical invariant condi-
tions between the lattice parameters of the T and MC phases
have been predicted and confirmed. These geometrical re-
strictions require that the domain-averaged lattice parameters
of the M phases follow the twinning relationships of the
Wechsler–Lieberman–Read/Bowles–Mackenzie theory14,15

of martensitic transformations. Investigations of PMN-xPT
have shown that the lattice parameters of the MC phase are
invariant with composition for 0.31�x�0.37, temperature
between 100 and 700 K, and applied electric field.12,13

The adaptive ferroelectric phase theory predicts that
nanosized tetragonal domains exist within the MC phase,
which are geometrically arranged in alternating layers of
twins.11–13 The structure of the adaptive phase should have
the same morphology as that of the CuAu alloy given in Fig.
1 �Ref. 13� but would be conformally miniaturized to near
atomic length scales. However, this has yet to be directly
observed by electron microscopy in PMN-xPT or PZN-xPT.

a�Electronic mail: somnath.tem@gmail.com.
b�Present address: FEI Company, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.

FIG. 1. Dark-field TEM image of a stress-accommodating polydomain
structure in a Cu–Au alloy16 �reproduced with permission from Ref. 13�.
The structure of the adaptive phase has the same morphology but is confor-
mally miniaturized to the nanoscale.
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In this investigation, we present transmission electron mi-
croscopy �TEM� experiments that clearly confirm the pres-
ence of such geometrically arranged tetragonal nanotwins
within the MC phase of PMN-0.35PT.

The PMN-0.35PT crystals used in the present study were
grown at the Shanghai Institute of Ceramics by using the
Bridgman method.17,18 Single crystal specimens were cut in a
direction perpendicular to �001�. Specimens were prepared
by utilizing the standard techniques of grinding, dimpling,
and argon-ion-beam thinning �model 1010, Fischione Instru-
ment, PA�. Ion-beam thinning has been carried out on both
sides of the sample at an inclination angle of 8° of the ion
beam with respect to the sample. The bright-field �BF� and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy �HRTEM�
experiments were performed by using an FEI Titan™ TEM,
which was operated at 200 kV and equipped with a Schottky
field emission gun and a postcolumn Gatan image filter. Care
was taken to orient the �001� zone axis of the specimen par-
allel to the incident electron beam before imaging. Images
were captured onto a 1024�1024 pixel charge coupled de-
vice array. The DIGITAL MICROGRAPH software �Gatan Inc.,
Pleasanton, CA� was used to analyze the HRTEM lattice
images.

Figure 2 shows a BF TEM image that reveals the pres-
ence of domainlike striations on the order of several hundred
angstrom �1 Å=1�10−10 m� wide that are oriented along
the �110� direction in the plane of view. Similar domain stria-
tions were previously reported in BF images by Xu et al.19

for PMN-xPT for compositions near the MPB and designated
as tweedlike structures. In addition, recent investigations by
Bai et al.20 by using piezoforce microscopy �PFM� revealed
a domain hierarchy for �001� oriented PMN-0.35PT. This
hierarchy consisted of �i� broad stripelike domains or macro-
domain plates oriented close to the �001� direction with of
average size of about 50 �m, as found by polarized light
microscopy, within which �ii� alternating domain striations

have been found by using PFM. These striations are oriented
close to the �110� direction, which are similar in morphologi-
cal features and size to those found in the BF observation in
Fig. 2.

Figure 3�a� shows a HRTEM lattice image at a magnifi-
cation of about 350 000�. In this image, nanometer-sized
domains that are geometrically arranged as alternating layers
of twins can be seen. The average domain size has been
estimated from the contrast to be on the order of �100 Å in
width. The length of the domains is �300 Å; however, an
accurate determination is limited by the field of view in the
image at this magnification. A power spectrum, i.e., the
square of the magnitude of the complex Fourier transform
�intensity distribution�, of the image has been obtained, as
given in Fig. 3�b�. The power spectrum shows four strong
�100	-type reflections, which are of near equal intensity.
These results reveal two structural domain variants oriented
along the �100� and �010� directions, and are 90° rotated
from each other. It is worth noting that additional reflections
of weak intensity in the center portion of the power spectrum
�Fig. 3�b�� are caused by the power spectrum calculation and
simply originate from the overlap of the two structures.

Figure 3�c� shows another HRTEM lattice image at a
higher magnification �around 790 000��. In this image, vari-
ous nanoregions geometrically arranged as alternating layers
are designated as A, B, and C. Two insets, each containing a
power spectrum taken from an individual nanoregion, are
shown in the figure. In this case, the power spectrum con-
tains two sets of �100	-type reflections: one set is stronger in
intensity than the other. Comparisons of the spectra taken
from regions A and C reveal a 90° rotation between the �100�
and �010� orientations of the nanodomains in twin relation.

The images in Figs. 2 and 3 not only reveal the hetero-
geneous nanotwin nature of PMN-0.35PT but also show
some important domain structural features and have close
relevance to recent theoretical and computational findings.
The TEM image in Fig. 2 shows irregular-shaped domains,

FIG. 2. BF TEM image taken from a �001� PMN-0.35PT single crystal.
Note �i� the presence of tweedlike striations as previously reported for
MPB compositions of PMN-xPT, and �ii� the red circled region from which
HRTEM studies were performed.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� HRTEM image taken from a �001� PMN-0.35PT
single crystal; �b� power spectrum �fast Fourier transform� obtained from the
image; and �c� HRTEM image taken from a �001� PMN-0.35PT single crys-
tal. Please note the presence of different domain regions in the images
designated as A, B, and C; the insets show power spectra �FFT� obtained
from �i� region A and �ii� region C.
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i.e., the domain boundaries are curved instead of straight, as
usually expected from crystallographic relationships. This
feature is in agreement with a recent thermodynamic
analysis,21 which showed that the electrocrystalline aniso-
tropy is greatly reduced in the vicinity of the MPB, freeing
the polarization direction from preferential polar axes and
decoupling polar domains from the crystal lattice. Thus, the
domain morphology does not follow the rigorous crystallo-
graphic relationships. Moreover, the HRTEM image in Fig.
3�c� indicates a smooth transition region B between twin-
related nanodomains A and C, which is a broad domain wall
�twin boundary�. This observation is in agreement with a
recent modeling and simulation,22 which shows that domain
wall broadening plays a significant role in nanodomained
ferroelectrics. Here, it is worth noting that the nanodomain
width and domain wall thickness are of comparable size,
which indicates that a significant fraction of the nan-
odomained ferroelectric materials stays in a transitional
domain wall region instead of in the domains. Vanishing
electrocrystalline anisotropy and broad domain walls are im-
portant issues in MPB-based ferroelectrics and are worthy of
further investigation.

Our presented TEM analyses directly reveal the presence
of tetragonal nanodomains within the monoclinic MC phase
of PMN-0.35PT, which are geometrically arranged in alter-
nating layers along �001�. These findings confirm the under-
lying assumption of the adaptive ferroelectric phase theory,
wherein the MC phase of PMN-xPT and PZN-xPT consists
of a structurally heterogeneous state with a high domain wall
density that achieves stress accommodation by conformal
miniaturization of twinning to near atomic scales.
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